Deliverability
Optimising inbox placement

Deliverability
By bringing together our advanced infrastructure,
specialist technical knowledge and leading technology
and tools, we hope that e-shot™ is your best
partner for best deliverability and inbox placements
of your campaigns and communication.
If you would like more information on any of the aspects covered
in this document, don’t hesitate to get in touch with the team who
will be more than happy to help or explain things further.
We hope that you find the following information helpful, thank you for reading.
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What is email deliverability?
Email deliverability is the ability of an email message to reach the intended
recipient’s inbox, so it is also often referred to as ‘inbox placement’. There are a
number of factors that affect deliverability including both technical management
and infrastructure along with the content and build of the individual emails.

Who is responsible?
There are many factors determining good deliverability. Some
are simple to achieve by following well-trodden best practices,
legal requirements as well as technical specifications.
Ultimately the sender is responsible for the success of their campaigns but your choice
of ESP (email service provider) will undoubtedly help to increase your chances.
Below we identify many of the contributing factors and explain their significance.
For clarity and simplicity we have divided these to 3 main areas. While we expect
you, our client, to take responsibility for the first and third areas (Contact list
quality and content and design), we take the responsibility for the technology and
infrastructure but more importantly, we have created many tools and elements of
our service to help you achieve the best possible deliverability across the board.
Last but not least is our expert advice and consultancy
available to you through your account manager.

How e-shot™ helps ensure your message hits the mark
As you read through this document, we will highlight the different elements of
good deliverability but mostly, we offer a transparent insight for you, our client,
to understand how you can benefit not just from our many years of successful
delivery of billions of emails across the world but also from all the tools that are
available to you to constantly improve your engagement with your audience.

What are the main contributing factors?
Contact list quality
Making sure your subscribers list is in tip top condition is something
that all responsible marketers take very seriously. Organically building
a healthy list of engaged contacts is every marketer’s dream.

Sending infrastructure and reputation
Robust and secure network capable of managing volumes, load balancing, throttling,
ensuring authentication, reverse DNS, correct MX records, feedback loops, bounce
handling, bounce reporting, spam filter checks, and Managing reputation.

Engaging content and design
Concise, compelling, well designed and correctly rendered on mobile devices. Follow
best practice advice. Personalise your message and don’t include known ‘spam’ terms.
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Why is e-shot best placed to help?
With over 15 years of experience in successfully delivering billions of emails
around the globe, we have developed our own unique deliverability strategy. It
is designed, not only to maximise inbox placement, but also to make sure that,
while doing so, we protect your company’s most valuable asset, your brand.
We successfully achieve this by using our unique combination of
technology and methodology, together with essential tools and
expert advice. We also ensure that your regular business email
communications is never affected by your email marketing activity.

The 3 main contributing factors in more detail:
Contact list quality:
zzUse our email validation service to ensure subscribers’ list hygiene;
zzUse our sign up forms to engage with your web users;
zzSingle sign up form integrates directly from your website;
zzWordPress plugin;
zzDouble opt-in sign up form to ensure authentication of your subscribers
zzFull audit of when, how and where subscribers join;
zzPreference centre;
zzManage profile for subscribers
zzManage suppression list;
zzGlobal suppression list – known bounced email addresses across our accounts
are automatically suppressed from your list without affecting your reputation;
zzUsing AI technology to monitor clients’ sending behaviours;
zzWe vigorously follow and enforce best practice, security and GDPR.

Sending infrastructure and reputation:
zzOur robust and secure servers’ infrastructure (based in the UK);
zzSystems designed for high volume, high speed sends with load
balancing and full audits. If your sends stopped for any reason,
you will always be able to identify which part of the list was already
delivered, preventing multiple copies to the same recipients;
zze-shot™’s mailservers throttle sends to ISPs based on their acceptable volumes;
zzProtecting your identity and authentication;
zzProtecting your reputation through VESC and VSG;
zzManaging and monitoring authentication;
zzCorrect MX records;
zzFeedback loops set up to ensure correct bounce, complaints and error handling;
zzBounce reporting;
zzSpam filter checks;
zzBlack list monitoring;
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zzSpecialist analysis and reporting tools with e-shot™ Forensics;
zzExpert deliverability team.

Engaging content and design
We cannot emphasise enough how important this is!
zzDrag and drop tool to help simply create engaging,
mobile responsive content and design;
zzThe creation tools create optimised, responsive emails;
zze-shot™’s Inbox Review – a test tool for your email
rendering in multiple email clients;
zze-shot™ Forensics tool to analyse your content before you
send helps prevent using spam terms, review language choices
and encouraging best practice through technology;
zzSplit testing tools;
zzUse personalisation;
zzExpert advice and consultancy.
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The Journey
When your campaign is on its way to your subscribers,
it starts its treacherous journey. There are a number of
touchpoints that it will pass before arriving in the inbox.
The journey can be divided into 2 main parts:

SEND

1. The route to the receiving domain’s mailserver
Mailbox providers, such as Gmail, Yahoo or
Microsoft Outlook (Hotmail), act as a sorting
office, checking to ensure that both your sending
credentials (From Address) and your recipients’
addresses are valid and safe to deliver.

RECIPIENT MAILSERVER

Mailservers use authentication checks to validate
you are authorised to send on behalf of the
sending domain (SPF, DKIM, DMARC) which we
explain in more detail on page 8 and 9.

BOUNCE

Receiving mailservers will also check the sending
domain and IP against known blacklists to
confirm that you are not a known spammer.

LIST QUALITY, REPUTATION AND CONTENT

This is the part which will benefit from our e-shot™
validation service to make sure the recipient
domain and mailserver exist and prevent sending
to known spam traps or non-existing addresses.
As part of our best practice, this is where we engage
the feedback loops, bounce reporting and handling.

RECEIVING MAILSERVER

2. From the receiving mailserver
to the recipient’s inbox
This part of the journey is mainly determined by
the individual recipient and their email client.
They may have some anti-spam software or plugin
installed which may decide to place the email in the
junk box. This can be avoided by requesting your
subscribers to whitelist your sending credentials but
of course is also heavily dependent on your quality

TRASH

INBOX

JUNK

of engagement and other elements we mentioned in
the above Engaging content and design summary.
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The full story
Contact list quality
The data (subscribers list) and the content of your messages are strictly your
responsibility, but we offer advice and tools to help you achieve the best possible results.

Email list validation service
Maintaining a clean list of contacts is crucial and will directly affect your
deliverability rate and reputation. Validating an email list is a process to check
out whether the list of email addresses is valid and deliverable without actually
sending an email. If your list has evolved over time and you would like to give it
a spring clean then our email validation service is all you need. Read more

Sign up forms
Within the settings section of e-shot™ you can find our subscription manager
where you can create single or double opt-in sign up forms to include on
your website. This is essential to organically grow your subscription lists.
Legal protection - In line with the new GDPR, e-shot™ maintains full audit
trail of every completed sign up form to ensure that you have the evidence
required by the ICO to prove subscription. This includes the date, the
address and the exact form they completed (when, where, how).
When you use the double opt-in sign up form you are not only confirming
the subscription but also the identity (email address) of the subscriber.

Preference Centre and Managed profile
Another key to a healthy list and successful deliverability, is to make sure your
subscribers get as much control and transparency over their subscription. This is
achieved by enabling the user to manage their own interests and personal information.

Suppression list
When you manage multiple sources of information ie your CRM or other
internal systems, it is possible that some of the internal information needs
to be reflected in e-shot™, especially users who opt-out or request to
unsubscribe or simply a list of users who moved from being prospects to
customers. e-shot™ enables you to import a list of contacts as a suppression
list to ensure they will not be included in further communication.

Global suppression list (GSL)
One of the great advantages of being a part of the e-shot™ system is being able to
benefit from our vast experience in sending billions of emails. We are constantly
monitoring email behaviour across the platform which ensures that any address found
to be invalid or marked as Hard Bounce is automatically suppressed from future sends.
By sharing this information and identifying hard bounce email addresses
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across accounts, you reduce the risk of your sends being blocked by ISPs
which will result in better reputation and better deliverability.
When you import a new list of addresses, you will benefit from not sending to
addresses previously found to be invalid and increase your deliverability.

Using AI technology to monitor clients’ sending behaviours
Apart from maintaining the GSL, we are developing an AI engine that based
on the global monitoring of our sending across clients, ISPs, countries and
networks, learns and scores email behaviour and list management.

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

GDPR

In May 2018 the data protection Act in the EU and UK is being
updated and upgraded to Regulations which will be more enforceable
and are designed to protect personal information.
We believe that this will help true engagement between organisations and their
audience and as such we have worked hard to ensure that our clients benefit from a
platform that enforces the legal requirements and helps our clients not only adhere
to the new regulations but benefit from a system that promotes better engagement.

Sending infrastructure and reputation:
The e-shot™ platform is built over a modern, secure infrastructure. It is
hosted on servers located in secure tier3 data centres in the UK and offers
high speed, high availability and physical as well as digital security.
In 2012 e-shot™ received a brand new engine, CampaignProcessor™, capable of
extremely high speeds (10 million emails in 10 minutes). Our in house developed
CampaignProcessor™ is an intelligent engine designed to work across multiple
servers and networks. It is able to find the quickest route to send as well as pause
sends and identify which emails were sent and which ones are still in the queue.
e-shot™ mailservers are able to throttle sends to ISPs based
on their current policies and acceptable volumes.

Identity & Authentication
The recipient’s mailbox provider needs to be able to confirm your true
identity as the sender and differentiate you from spammers. To confirm
your identity, ISPs and mailservers around the world use mainly 3
methods to verify and authenticate the sender before allowing emails
to be received by their users. These are SPF, DKIM and DMARC.

What is SPF?
What is SPF? An SPF (Sender Policy Framework) record is a TXT record that is part of
a domain’s DNS zone file. The TXT record specifies a list of authorised host names/
IP addresses that mail can originate from for a given domain name. It enables
the owner of a domain to specify which mailservers are authorised to send mail
on its behalf. The receiving mail server will check the sending server’s identity
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against the SPF record and will accept or reject it based on the result. Domains
that publish an SPF record are less likely to fall victim to spam and phishing forged
emails because emails pretending to be from that domain will fail when vetted
against the SPF record and are more likely to be rejected or marked as junk.

What are Domain Keys / DKIM?
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) allows senders to associate a domain name with
an email message, thus vouching for its authenticity. This is done by signing the
email with a digital signature, a field that is added to the message’s header. Similar
to SPF, it’s used to authenticate sending mail servers with a domain name. It utilises
public cryptography. An email is signed with a Domain Key (Private). It is then checked
and verified against the Domain Key (Public) within the DNS for the domain.

What is DMARC?
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting & Conformance (DMARC) is a
technical specification created by a group of organisations that want to help reduce
the potential for email-based abuse by solving a couple of long-standing operational,
deployment, and reporting issues related to email authentication protocols. A
DMARC policy allows a sender to indicate that their emails are protected by SPF
and/or DKIM and tells a receiver what to do if neither of those authentication
methods passes, such as junk or reject the message. DMARC removes guesswork
from the receiver’s handling of these failed messages, limiting or eliminating the
user’s exposure to potentially fraudulent and harmful messages. DMARC also
provides a way for the email receiver to report back to the sender about messages
that pass and/or fail DMARC evaluation. DMARC is a little more complicated than

We setup a VESC
- Virtual e-shot™
Sending Client which
includes a unique
sending Domain
Name to ensure that
all the appropriate
protocols are in
correctly set up on
the responsible DNS

SPF and DKIM but a basic implementation will greatly help deliverability.

How does e-shot help?
We set up a VESC - Virtual e-shot™ Sending Client which includes a
unique sending Domain Name to ensure that all the appropriate
protocols are correctly set up on the responsible DNS.

Protecting your reputation with VESC and VSG.
e-shot™ developed its own methodology and technics to ensure
best deliverability. We developed the VESC and VSG.

What is VESC?
VESC - Virtual e-shot™ Sending Client – uses a custom domain, which is used only
for your company. We recommend using a domain name very similar to your main
domain name, which will instantly be associated with the name of your company.
E.g. if your company and domain name is mycompany.co.uk we recommend
using something like mycompany-mail.co.uk. Using this method ensures brand
recognition, brand awareness and consistency in your message throughout all of your
communications which will directly affect deliverability and enhance engagement.
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How is VESC used?
VESC is used in the construction of the email messages used in your
campaigns. We help you choose a preferred domain name, which
is then referenced in the following parts of the message:
zzFrom address;
zzTracking URL used in monitored links;
zzURL used to link your imagery;
zzURL used for opt-out (unsubscribe);
zzURL used for forward to a friend;
zzURL used for view in web browser.
By having control over the domain name used in your emails, we are able to ensure

Use of a domain
name closely
associated with
your brand
increases brand
awareness
and improves
open rates

that all the required authentication methods, which are currently used by Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) such as Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo, etc., will be set up correctly.

The benefits of VESC
zzCorrect set up of email authentication considerably increases
deliverability rates and ensures the best inbox placement;
zzConsistent use of URLs in the email reduces the risk of being marked as Spam ;
zzConsistent use of a familiar domain name that is closely associated with your brand
increases and enhances brand awareness and contributes to improved open rates;
zzBy not using your own domain name you effectively ring fence your
corporate communication from the risk of being affected by Spam
traps or any other risks associated with sending bulk emails.

What is VSG?
VSG – Virtual Sending Group is a range of IP addresses that makes up
a virtual mail server. When emails are sent to external mail servers,
especially the major ISPs (Yahoo, Gmail, Outlook), the ‘reputation’ of the
sending server is checked by looking up the server’s IP address.

The benefits of VSG
e-shot™ offers a comprehensive system of segmenting clients, based on their sending
activities, into small groups to ensure the best deliverability results as well as protection
for our clients. In some cases, usually clients with a large or unique subscription base,
we offer the option to create a dedicated VSG, which is used only for them. This enables
the client to build up their own reputation and ensure the highest possible deliverability.

e-shot™ Best Practice
zzAuthenticate your sending identity by using DKIM, SPF and DMARC;
zzWe sign up for ISP’s feedback and receive instant notification of subscriber
complaints or requests to opt-out, which we automatically action to unsubscribe;
zzHard bounce analysis - we monitor hard bounce email addresses
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to prevent sending to non-existing addresses or spam traps.

Data Security and Reputation management
Alongside our infrastructure and platform security we also continually
monitor data and campaigns to keep our system clean as part of our abuse
prevention work. We are constantly at work in the background, analysing
email-campaign data and staying on top of evolving user behaviour. If we
detect any suspicious activity, we will suspend the account while our team
investigate and if it’s clear that an account is malicious, we will shut it down.

Consistent Monitoring analysis and reviews
Using a patented algorithm, developed by our team of specialists, we scan
millions of emails to improve deliverability and recognise potential patterns
of abuse. We scan for bad URLs and questionable keywords combining these
stats with blacklist information and our team’s wealth of experience as a
part of our account review process to help you optimise your mails.
We also monitor user behaviour and employ queueing technology to
ensure that ISPs are not overloaded. Through our GSL (Global Suppression
List) ensure that every account benefits from hard bounce information
– we never send further emails to a hard bounced address.
As a self-cleaning system, that is learning all the time, you’ll achieve better
deliverability by default. Our work is not only preventing abuse, but
works to maintain reputation and improve the system as a whole.

Engaging content and design
You are always supported by our expert account management team, who
are on hand to make recommendations and share best practice to help you
get better engagement with your customers. But we have gone a step further
and now you can use our email forensics tool to gain insights to improve
engagement and benchmark your email against industry standards.

e-shot™ Drag & Drop
Our Drag & Drop tool helps even the non-professional designer to create
professional, compelling, beautiful mobile responsive campaigns.
Use the method right for you! Apart from our popular Drag & Drop
designer, e-shot™ includes 6 other creation methods to give you the
absolute best chance to create the best possible campaign in the
simplest way to ensure your recipients love to hear from you.

e-shot™ Inbox Review
Essential for best deliverability is the way your campaign is presented to your
recipient. You may create the most beautiful and compelling message but if your
recipients are not able to view it correctly, they will not engage. This is why we make
a rendering analysis tool available for you to test your campaign BEFORE you send.
Together with e-shot™’s powerful reporting, you will be able to identify
Deliverability
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Remember,
you are always
welcome to
ask for further
advice from your
account manager

how your recipients read and preview your emails and improve their
performance with these email clients by using inbox review.

e-shot™ Forensics
This fantastic tool helps you get a real valuable insight into your content,
design and infrastructure issues. Your content review will include vocabulary
and copywriting issues along with coding, layout and link quality issues
highlighting areas to adjust and optimise your campaign. It will even confirm
that your e-shot™ VESC and sending domain are set up correctly.
Giving you guidance on words and phrases that boost or hinder inbox
placement. You can review your emails, track your progress and benchmark
your campaign performance over time. Remember, you are always welcome
to ask for a review or further advice from your account manager.

e-shot™ A/B split test
As we have established the importance of the engaging content and design for
best deliverability, we strongly recommend using the e-shot™ split testing tools to
identify how different elements of your campaign can improve deliverability.

e-shot™ personalisation
Receiving an email that is personalised, significantly increases inbox
placement. e-shot™ makes it very easy for you to include as much
personalisation in your campaigns. Apart from the obvious name fields, you
can take advantage of e-shot™’s custom fields which will help target your
campaign better and result and better deliverability and engagement.

Working hand in hand with you, our dedicated team, powerful and reliable platform
with useful tools, help you maximise your email effectiveness with ease.
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Let’s chat
Don’t worry if you still have questions; we’re always happy
to help. We’d love to talk to you so get in touch:

Talk to us

Visit us

Write to us

020 3320 8777

www.e-shot.net

info@e-shot.net

Join the conversation

e-shot™ is your email marketing partner. Create stunning
emails that generate leads, build engagement and
deliver actionable metrics. We make it personal.
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